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B&W Group – Karemie Williams

• Family owned business since the 1940s

• Currently focused on engineering, manufacturing and 

servicing the mining and rail industries

• Nationwide with overseas agents for mining products and 

overseas suppliers for components of track business

• Current family structure – myself, my Father & my Brother

• Approx. 100 employees, strong senior management & CEO

• Given industries we are looking at organic growth as prime 

strategy



My Background – Karemie Williams

• Grew up living an breathing business with Sunday outings occasionally 

being a site visit

• Educated in business

• Initially worked as project manager for software implementation

• Eventually moved into Risk Management and Human Resource 

Management

• Some minor structural changes resulted in my brother and I becoming 

directors and completing the AICD Directors Diploma

• With a better understanding of our roles we started to look more closely 

at the governance system



Effective Governance – James Beck

 Effective Governance is an independent, 

privately-owned consulting firm that delivers 

advice on Corporate Governance to clients in 

Australia and New Zealand. 

 The Australian firm formerly Competitive 

Dynamics was founded in 1998 by Professor 

Geoffrey Kiel an internationally recognised

expert in Corporate Governance.

 We combine research with practical methods 

developed in the field with clients over a 

twenty year period. 

 This covers the spectrum from family 

companies, not-for-profits, government-

owned corporations, statutory authorities, 

publicly listed companies and large 

multinationals. 

 We believe that in order for Governance to be 

effective it must be specifically tailored to the 

type of organisation and their industry 

dynamics. 

 That said, each will be at a different phase of 

their lifecycle and will have their individual 

challenges at a governance level. 
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Today‟s topic

 The key factors that contribute to sustainable

governance for family business

 Deploying a sustainable governance model

– The key components of the model

– Observations on deploying the model
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Governance Challenge



“Management is about 

running the business, 

governance is about 

seeing that it is 

running properly.”

Robert Tricker



Benefits of good governance

Australian Treasury Working Paper (2009):

„found that companies that were fully compliant with the ASX Corporate Governance Principles 

significantly outperformed companies that were not in the areas of EPS and ROA over the sample 

period.‟

Goldman Sachs JBWere Research Report (2006):

• Assessed company ratings for corporate governance using four measures: accounting 

quality, policies and disclosure; audit quality; board structure (including board skills); and 

remuneration

• Report found that if investors bought shares in companies that exhibited elements of 

good corporate governance they were likely to outperform the market

ASX market research study (2006):

revealed the types of corporate governance information believed to be of high importance in 

analysing or reviewing shares by institutional and private investors:

• Financial reporting (84%) 

• Board structure/responsibilities (69%) 

• Remuneration (67%) 

• Risk management (56%) 

• Shareholder/stakeholder management (49%) 
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There is no single model of good 

corporate governance...
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Owners/Shareholders

Directors/Board

CEO and Management

Governments

Employees

Credit 

providers

Suppliers

Customers/clients

Environmental 

groups

Local 

communities

Regulators

Governance pressures

Family Friends
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Good Governance to 

Sustainable Governance
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Governance that 

will allow the 

family business 

to grow and 

survive
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What is your level of governance?

 Some?

 Good?

 Remarkable?

Or Just

 CONFUSED



Context for B&W Group

 Our frame of mind at one point

– Different generations

– Different experiences -> skill sets

– Different business environment-old industrial vs highly regulated

– Different expectations of the business by NextGen

– How was all of this translated into the day-to-day operations?

 WHERE ARE WE GOING?
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Awareness - Reasons for change

 Disruption to the business

 Change in family

 GFC

 Potential breakdown of family

 Life cycle of the business vs. life cycle of the family

 Shift in responsibilities and expectations – reliance on family 

members

 Conflict of opinion – who has ultimate decision making ability?

 Problems ignored until detrimental - Bandaid fixes breaking 

down

 System breakdowns – policies, culture, values
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So what did we do?



Critical questions that must be 

brought to the for
 Are we “on the same page”

 Is the status quo expected?

 Who is the decision maker?

 Do „mates‟ come before the 

business/outcomes?

 Are risks addressed? 

– Do we understand the consequence?

 What governance structures do we have?

 When all is well

– Do we bother addressing governance?

– Do we allow unwritten rules override 

systems and processes?
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So what Next?



Sustainable Governance
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Getting started
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Do we have a 
clear 

strategy/vision?

What 
governance and 

organisation 
structures do we 

require?

Do we have the 
right 

management 
team?

Do we have an 
effective 

decision making 
framework?

Do we have 
robust systems 

in place?

Are we getting 
value from the 

external 
environment?

Do we have 
clearly defined 

roles and 
responsibilities



Our action plan

 Strategic planning

– Used to identify governance structure – Advisory Board/Council*

– Used to inform selection and induction of CEO

 Advisory Council

– Indentified skills required to advise owner

– Indentified external relationships required

– Found appropriate resources

– Defined roles and responsibilities – Charter
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What did we miss?



Lessons learnt – 2 years on
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Advisory 
Council

BusinessFamily



Challenges

 The owner/stakeholders recognising benefits of/need for 

change

 Fear of relinquishing control

 Fear of governance becoming bureaucratic

 Are we ready to face the „truth‟

– Systems

– People

 Setting roles and responsibilities

 Uptake of “Cultural Shift”
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 Adequate Resourcing (still have a day 
job) to work „on the business‟ rather 
than „in the business‟



Transition/Succession - why its needed

 62% of owners are aged 50+

 23% are aged 60+

 45% aspire to retire in the next 5 years

 11% have a formal succession plan in place

 32% say their preferred form of succession is outright exit of the 

business

– 16% want a staggered exit

– 14% want to pass the business to the family/next generation

Source: ANZ Privately-Owned Business Barometer 2009
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The governance life cycle of Businesses 

Separation of 

Governance?

Separation of 

Management

Owner

Operator

Governance

Owner
Independent 

Directors

Owner

Manager

TIME

Diverse Governance

N

Y

Shareholders
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Life cycle of ownership

Passionate

Owner  

Operator

Passionate 

Owner

Passionate

Owner

+ Family

+ Independent 
Director(s)

Passionate

Investor Independent 

Board

Dispassionate 

Investor Shareholders

Dispassionate 

Owners

Where are you in the 

Life Cycle?

Advisory 
Council   OR
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Solutions / End state?
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End State Transition Approach $ Implications

Exit/Fold End business

Continue family 

business

Hand over to family 

successor

Continue business Let others run business –

board and management

IPO/sale Sell business

One size does not fit all



It‟s all about value creation 

1. Value is created by the 
sustainability of future earnings

2. Businesses that grows beyond the 
founder show greater value 
creation

3. Choose an ownership model that 
creates the most value over the 
longer term
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So what should you do ?

1. Develop a 3 year and a 5+ year 

strategy

2. Choose a strategy for governance 

that will create the most value for 

your Family
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Governance Structures

Ownership

Family Business

Shareholders

Family Council 

and Family 

Assembly

Executive 

Management

Advisory Board or 

Board of Directors

Family 

Employee 

Council
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Ongoing tasks

 Strategy review

 Evaluate governance and management 

structure/Performance

Monitor risk – risk appetite and 

delegations

 Review Board/Council 

performance/Skills

 Review charter/terms of reference 

regularly
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Sustainable governance is not a one-off activity



Choose your end state:
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 Family Council (kitchen table)

 Advisory council

 Board

 Ongoing Confusion
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This is a model both through time and for individual corporations

Approximate

time periods

Founder/founder 

and family

Corporate/ 

Government 

ownership

Funds industry/ 

general public

Founder and family

Professional 

management

Board of directors

Reputation

Resources and 

networking

Control

Performance

OWNERSHIP GOVERNANCE BOARD FOCUS

1850 - 1920

1920 - 1980

1980 -

Entrepreneurial

Capitalism

Managerial

Capitalism

Institutional

Capitalism

Evolution of governance
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So what should I do with my business?

1. Set your Ambition for the business

2. Make a 3- 5 year business plan

3. Settle your ambition as an owner

4. Plan the governance model

5. Hire an Independent Director

6. Know what it is really worth

7. Take independent advice

8. Make a plan so that you have the 

choices
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